Feel free to explore

Van accessories program 2017

Alt du kan drømme om til din Autocamper / Fritidsbil
Discover all our innovative solutions for your van...

An adventurous trip requires taking a lot of gear with you, which is not always possible. For that reason, Thule offers a full range of van accessories that perfectly fit together to give you more flexibility on taking your belongings with you, regardless which item it is.

Thanks to continuous innovation, we extended our range of van products to help you fully enjoy your holiday.

See more information on www.thule.com
Traveling with a van means freedom: you can go wherever you want, whenever you want. Space is mostly limited in a compact vehicle but thanks to our new flexible Thule Roof Rack System you can easily take all your belongings with you.

Thule Van - Roof Rack System

The Thule Roof Rack System is a versatile piece of equipment, that is emphasised by its wide range of additional accessories. Equipped with features allowing full optimisation for different activities, the strong endurance makes it possible to use during all seasons.

Thule Smart Clamps
Thule Smart Clamps can easily be fixed on the existing fix points of the van without drilling. Perfectly integrated with the vehicle roof.

Flexible position of load bars
Possible to add 2 or more load bars. The load bars can be positioned anywhere along the rails in function of the combination of accessories on the roof.

Thule Unique Awning Adapter
With or without the roof rack, the new Thule Awning Adapter can easily be mounted on the roof without drilling. The cover provides a complete finishing and integration with the vehicle.

Thule Roof Rack System

[Table]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Max. load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ducato H2L2</td>
<td>150kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducato H2L3</td>
<td>200kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducato H2L4</td>
<td>200kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Max. loading weight: 75kg per set load bars

Available as from March 2017

Suitable for Ducato, Jumper and Boxer

Available as from January 2017
**Thule Van Ladder 9 steps**

*Easy access to the roof*

The telescopic ladder offers an easy access to your roof mounted accessories. It can be easily fixed to your vehicle wall with the Thule Ladder Fixation Kit for extra stability.

- To use anywhere you want
- Safe and stable on all grounds
- Air pressure system to close safely
- Compact storage

**INCLUDED**

- Thule Van Ladder 9 steps
- Thule Ladder Fixation Kit
- Storage bags for ladder and fixation kit

**INFORMATION**

- Max. weight support: 150kg
- Dimensions LxWxH: closed 49x7x75cm, open 49x7x264cm
- Weight: 8.1kg
- 301404

Available as from March 2017

---

**Thule Ladder Fixation Kit**

*Magnetic ladder fixation kit*

Use the Thule Ladder Fixation Kit for extra stability when you use a telescopic ladder. Apply the magnetic kit wherever you want on the vehicle and put the ladder against it. Bind the straps around the ladder and tension them by using the pump buckles.

- Easy to apply on and remove from steel surfaces
- Slide a Thule Windscren or a Thule Organizer in the suitable rail
- Safe storage

**INCLUDED**

- Thule Ladder Fixation Kit
- 4 protective stickers
- Storage bag

**INFORMATION**

- Max. weight support: 10kg
- Dimensions LxWxH: 66x10x8cm
- Weight: 1.2kg
- 301405

Available as from March 2017
The private area around your vehicle is important, whether you prefer complete privacy or an open shelter. With a wide range of van accessories, you can enjoy outdoor life while protecting yourself from the sun, rain and wind.

Thule Van - Space

The perfect roof awning for vans

- Thanks to the adjustable pitch system, the awning can be opened and closed even when the sliding door of your van is open
- Opening in the bottom of the awning cassette for easy installation of awning accessories
- Perfect integration with the vehicle

Thule Omnistor 6200

The perfect roof awning for vans

- For fabric availability please contact your Thule recreational vehicle advisor
- New awning adapter for Ducato H2 vans: perfect integrated with the vehicle

Thule Unique Awning Adapter

New adapter to install the roof awning Thule Omnistor 6200 on your van. It can easily be mounted on the roof without drilling. An EPDM foam strip with closed cell structure seals the gap between the vehicle and awning. The covers on both sides provide a complete integration with the vehicle.

Available as from January 2017

Cassette finishes

- Anodised
- White
- Anthracite

Fabric finishes

- 31
- 32
- 04
- 03
- 22

Accessories

- Thule LED Strip
- Thule Tension Rafter G2
- Thule Hold Down Side Strap Kit
- Thule Rain Blockers G2 - Thule Sun Blockers G2
- Thule Windscreen
- Smart Panels - See p.11
- Tents - See p.13-14

Fits

- 2.50m (27.00kg)
- 2.75m (27.00kg)
- 3.25m (24.00kg)
- 3.75m (31.40kg)

Models

- Length
- Projection
- Weight

- 2.50m
- 2.75m
- 3.25m
- 3.75m

* For fabric availability please contact your Thule recreational vehicle advisor
**Thule Omnistor 6200 Accessories**
It’s all in the details

**AWNING FIXATION**

**Thule Tent/LED Mounting Rail TO 6200**
Thanks to the new tent/LED rail, your van has light on the outside even when your awning is closed. It’s possible to install a Thule tent or to hang up the Thule Organizers.

**Thule EPDM**
This black EPDM foam strip with closed cell structure seals the gap between the vehicle and the roof awning.

**Thule PVC Cleaner**
Ideal for cleaning the awning and tent fabric twice a year. Supplied in a user-friendly spray bottle. Contains no abrasive or aggressive components.

**Thule LED Strip**
This long lasting LED strip offers strong lighting and is waterproof (IP66). The unit, flexible in length can be shortened each 5cm. Delivered with a 3M tape on the back, it sticks to most standard surfaces.

**Thule Repair Patch**
Repair small rips in your awning’s fabric with the help of the Repair Patch. Consists of 3 self-adhesive transparent patches of 7.5 x 15cm.

**• Length: 2 x 2m**
**• Thickness: 25mm**
**• Width: 30mm**

**308697**

**307585**

**306486**

**Thule Tension Rafter G2**
A tension rafter ensures an optimal tensioned awning fabric for a better wind resistance. The rafter is made from durable materials such as anodised aluminium profiles in combination with high impact plastics.

**Thule Rain Blockers G2**
Protection against rain and wind.
- Made of high quality PVC fabric
- The front panel slides into the awning lead rail
- The side panel slides into an aluminium rafter between the awning’s cassette and lead rail and can be installed on both sides

**• Voltage: 12V DC**
**• Consumption: 340-380 mA per metre**
**• Length: 4m - 307135**

**Thule Sun Blockers G2**
Protection against the sun.
- Made of micro-aired screen fabric
- The front panel slides into the awning lead rail
- The side panel slides into an aluminium rafter between the awning’s cassette and lead rail and can be installed on both sides

**• Made of micro-aired screen fabric**
**• The front panel slides into the awning lead rail**
**• The side panel slides into an aluminium rafter between the awning’s cassette and lead rail and can be installed on both sides**

**Thule Hold Down Side Strap Kit**
This kit prevents the awning and tent from being damaged due to high wind. The two straps are attached to the support legs and can easily be used with a Thule tent or the Thule Smart Panels.

**Thule Tension Rafter G2**
A tension rafter ensures an optimal tensioned awning fabric for a better wind resistance. The rafter is made from durable materials such as anodised aluminium profiles in combination with high impact plastics.

**Thule Rain Blockers G2**
Protection against rain and wind.
- Made of high quality PVC fabric
- The front panel slides into the awning lead rail
- The side panel slides into an aluminium rafter between the awning’s cassette and lead rail and can be installed on both sides

**Thule Sun Blockers G2**
Protection against the sun.
- Made of micro-aired screen fabric
- The front panel slides into the awning lead rail
- The side panel slides into an aluminium rafter between the awning’s cassette and lead rail and can be installed on both sides

**Thule Windscreen**
Protection against wind.
- Made of micro-aired screen fabric
- Quick to set up thanks to its automatic roll in and out system
- Fixed via wall fixation and connected to the awning support leg or make it free standing with the delivered strap kit

**• Total height: 1.55m**
**• Fabric’s height: 1.35m**
**• Length: up to 3m extension**
**• Weight: 4.5kg**
**• 306456**

**Combine the Thule Smart Panels Solutions**

**Thule Rain Blocker G2**
**Thule Sun Blocker G2**
**Thule Rain Blocker G2 + Thule Sun Blocker G2**

See more information on www.thule.com
**Modularity**

The Thule Panorama is completely adaptable to satisfy all your needs.

- A clamping profile ensures mounting and connecting of the side panel to the awning fabric
- The side panels easily slide into the clamping profiles and the front panel in the front rail of the awning
- Thanks to a diagonal support between the foam and the clamping profile, the tent offers extremely high stability
- A foam with strap guarantees full sealing with the vehicle wall

**Fabric material**

AIRTEX® is perfect for solar protection applications. The 200g/m² light fabric is a 100% polyester fabric which is coated with acrylate on one side and impregnated. The special coating gives AIRTEX® a distinctively textile character.

**Model**

- Ducato H2 - 3.25m
- Ducato H2 - 3.75m
- Ducato H2 - 4.00m

**ACCESSORIES**

- Thule Curtains
- Thule Mosquito

**INCLUDED**

- Thule Windslip and Wheelcover: prevent the wind from entering through the gap below your vehicle
- 2 luxury bags to store: the pegs, the clamping profiles, the tent...
- Curtains with zippers

**Long Stay**

**Panoramic view:** more luminosity and comfort

**Short Stay**

**Fast set up:** 15 min. only

**Fast and easy set up**

The complete tent is in one piece and doesn’t need profiles. It easily slides into the additional rail below the awning cassette, and is fixed to the front rail of the awning. The front canopy is installed with flexible arch tubes and provides additional shade. All fastening points have been thought through to enhance the installation.

**Fabric material**

It is made out of Ripstop fabric: a lightweight woven and tear-resistant material used for aeronautical engineering. Not to mention that this material also has a strong water resistant coefficient.

**ACCESSORY**

- Thule Awning Fixation Kit TO 6200 - 307050
- Thule Mosquito
- Curtains with zippers

**INCLUDED**

- Thule Windslip: prevents the wind from entering through the gap below your vehicle
- A bag to store: the pegs, the archtubes, the tent...
- All sides are fully zippable and can be replaced by optional mosquito panels

**Model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>A - Mounting height</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ducato H2 - 3.25m</td>
<td>2.30m &gt; 2.50m</td>
<td>307089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducato H2 - 3.75m</td>
<td>2.30m &gt; 2.50m</td>
<td>307080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducato H2 - 4.00m</td>
<td>2.30m &gt; 2.50m</td>
<td>307091</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Long Stay**

**Panoramic view:** more luminosity and comfort

**Short Stay**

**Fast set up:** 15 min. only

**Fast and easy set up**

The complete tent is in one piece and doesn’t need profiles. It easily slides into the additional rail below the awning cassette, and is fixed to the front rail of the awning. The front canopy is installed with flexible arch tubes and provides additional shade. All fastening points have been thought through to enhance the installation.

**Fabric material**

It is made out of Ripstop fabric: a lightweight woven and tear-resistant material used for aeronautical engineering. Not to mention that this material also has a strong water resistant coefficient.

**ACCESSORY**

- Thule Awning Fixation Kit TO 6200 - 307050
- Thule Mosquito
- Curtains with zippers

**INCLUDED**

- Thule Windslip: prevents the wind from entering through the gap below your vehicle
- A bag to store: the pegs, the archtubes, the tent...
- Curtains with zippers

**Model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>A - Mounting height</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ducato H2 - 3.00m</td>
<td>2.30m &gt; 2.50m</td>
<td>307060</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thule Van - Storage

Space is always limited, therefore a flexible storage is crucial. It allows you to have a place for each item and easy access to it. With our smart storage solutions you can store your things inside or outside your van to fully enjoy your free time.

Thule Touring
The functional roof box

ROOF MOUNTING

Volume: 300L - 430L

FastClick
Patented FastClick quick-mount system with integrated torque indicator for simple and secured fixing. Tighten grip claws around load bars by turning the knobs. Easy to switch from your RV to your car.

DualSide
Enables the box to be opened from both sides of the roof. This does not only mean easy loading and access to the load, but also facilitates mounting of the roof box.

Central locking
Provided with several locking points for maximum safety and theft protection. The central locking feature means that the key can only be removed if all locking points are securely closed.

Box material
Intelligent design. The unique titan aero skin material texture gives an extravagant look and is more resistant to scratches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thule Touring S</th>
<th>Thule Touring L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>330L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load capacity</td>
<td>50kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>13kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions LxWxH</td>
<td>175x82x45cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref.</td>
<td>634200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thule Touring

- Thule Touring S
  - Volume: 330L
  - Load capacity: 50kg
  - Weight: 13kg
  - Dimensions: 175x82x45cm
  - Ref.: 634200

- Thule Touring M
  - Volume: 400L
  - Load capacity: 50kg
  - Weight: 13kg
  - Dimensions: 175x82x45cm
  - Ref.: 634200

- Thule Touring L
  - Volume: 300L - 430L
  - Load capacity: 50kg
  - Weight: 10kg
  - Dimensions: 190x63x39cm
  - Ref.: 634600

- Thule Touring Sport
  - Volume: 430L
  - Load capacity: 50kg
  - Weight: 15kg
  - Dimensions: 232x70x42cm
  - Ref.: 634700

- Thule Touring Alpine
  - Volume: 430L
  - Load capacity: 50kg
  - Weight: 15kg
  - Dimensions: 232x70x42cm
  - Ref.: 634700
Thule Canyon 859
Transporting gear of all shapes and sizes

Thule Canyon 859
Ideal for transporting gear of all shapes and sizes, this is a roof basket with a robust yet stylish, lightweight steel tube design.
• Wind fairing is included to help airflow over your cargo
• Stylish and functional low-profile design, with tapered side walls for easier loading and unloading
• Lockable with the Thule One Key System
• Make the cargo area 51cm longer by adding the Thule Canyon Extension 8591

Thule BackSpace
Lightweight, durable cargo box

Thule BackSpace
Lightweight, durable cargo box that fits onto the Thule VeloSpace bike carrier keeping all of your gear easily accessible.
• Easily fitted straight onto the Thule VeloSpace towbar-mounted bike carrier, no tools required
• Box sits low to the ground, making it easy to load and unload cargo
• Integrated handles for easy carrying of the box
• Compact storage when not in use

Thule Organizers
Timeless design in black and grey

Thule Organizers
Technical outdoor fabric: water resistant

Thule Wall Organizer
• Provides storage space for all kinds of things
• 4 pockets in 2 different sizes
• Integrated cover with zipper to protect items during transport

Thule Counter top Organizer
• Keeps all essential items within reach
• Different compartments and elastic loops
• Integrated paper towel holder

Thule Hanging Systems
Different ways to mount your organizers.

Thule POD 2.0
• Mounted with two screws and/or glue
• New design, compact and discreet
• Maximum load: 10kg/POD
• Dim. LxWxH: 55x32x10mm

Thule Strap Kit in combination with the Thule Ladder Fixation Kit - See p.7

Thule Go Box
• 2 main compartments, 3 side pockets
• It is simple to carry and folds up quickly to store when not being used
• The foldable cap of lice absolute rain protection with no extra weight

Thule Trolley Kit
• Ideal to use in the bathroom
• 3 separate compartments
• Easy to carry thanks to the handle on top
• Removable mirror

Thule Toiletry Kit
• Ideal to use in the bathroom
• 13 separate compartments
• Easy to carry thanks to the handle on top
• Removable mirror

Thule POD 2.0
• White - set of 2 pieces
• 306804
Enjoying an active life with friends and family requires bringing a lot of gear—especially if you’re into biking, kayaking, surfing, skiing, or other outdoor activities. Getting the most out of your active life means that you might need extra space or special carriers to bring everything you need.

**Thule Van - Sports gear**

Thule Elite Van XT

Quick and easy installation of the bike carrier. It is clamped and glued and requires no drilling. The bike wheels are secured with straps that have a pump buckle tensioning system, which avoids movement during transport. The distance between the rails is increased to 20cm, which enables a more even load of the bikes. The doors can be opened with the bikes on. The carrier can easily be taken off when not in use.

- Suitable for Ducato, Jumper, and Boxer as of 2007
- Platform adjustable in 3 height positions
- 2 bikes, not extendable
- Weight: 9.5kg
- Max. loading weight: 35kg
- Max. bike weight: 19kg
- 307340
- Weight: 9.5kg
- Max. bike weight: 19kg

**ACCESSORIES**

- Thule Knob with Lock (2pcs)
- Thule Bike Frame Adapter
- Thule Brake Straps (6pcs)

Available as of January 2017
**Thule VeloSpace**

The versatile bike carrier

**Perfect to take along 2 E-bikes**

**Thule EasyFold**

Easy to mount in two steps

**Foldable when not in use**

**Thule VeloSpace**

This bike carrier has been developed especially for large and heavy bikes - such as E-bikes, fatbikes, and mountain bikes - but works just as well for city bikes and children's bikes. Thanks to the carrier's high load capacity, extra-large distance between the bikes, extended aluminum wheel trays together with the flexible pump buckles and extra-long wheel straps, you can rest assured that Thule VeloSpace will be able to carry your bikes, no matter what kind you want to transport.

**Thule EasyFold**

This is a user-friendly bike carrier for all types of bikes, and is ideal for long journeys as well as for short trips. No bigger than a normal suitcase when folded, Thule EasyFold takes up very little space when stored in the car or at home. And with a load capacity of 60 kg, it easily carries all kinds of bikes including E-bikes and heavy mountain bikes.

**Thule Bike Carrier Accessories**

It's all in the details

**Thule EasyFold Carrying Bag**

**BIKE PROTECTION**

- **Available in packs of 3 or 4**
- **320000** - Knob (2pcs) for bike holder with lock & key
- **327000** - vinyl (4pcs) for bike holder with lock & key
- **527000** - Knob (4pcs) for bike holder with lock + key
- **526000** - Knob (2pcs) for bike holder with lock + key

- **Thule Bike Frame Adapter**
  - For easiest possible fitting of bikes with non-standard frames and ladies' bikes
  - Mounts between saddle post and steering wheel
  - Suitable for sensitive carbon frames that need extra protection

- **Thule Knob with Lock**
  - To replace the knobs of bike holders without lock
  - To lock your bicycles on the bike carrier
  - Thule One-Key system: use one key for all locks

- **Thule Brake Straps**
  - Extra safety for your bikes
  - Bind around the hand brakes of the bike during transport
  - By pulling the brakes, sideways movement is prevented and the bikes are more secured on the carrier
  - Delivered per 6 straps
  - Length of the strap: 46.5cm

- **Thule Strap Lock**
  - Tie the strap around the bikes and carrier to secure them during transport
  - Contains a highly durable steel core which prevents cutting and theft
  - The lightweight aluminum strap buckle has a protective cover to avoid scratches and marks on your bikes
  - Length: 3.00m
  - Possible to tighten the strap both when opened and locked

**ACCESSORIES**

- **Thule Loading Ramp XT**
- **Thule Transport Wheel**
- **Thule BackSpace - See p.16**

**NOTE - The rear doors cannot be opened with bikes on**

---

**Van - Sports gear**

- **2 bikes**
- **Weight: 18.4kg**
- **Max. loading weight: 60kg**
- **Max. bike weight: 30kg**

**Thule Loading Ramp XT**

- **Thule Transport Wheel**
- **Thule BackSpace - See p.16**

---

**Thule EasyFold**

This is a user-friendly bike carrier for all types of bikes, and is ideal for long journeys as well as for short trips. No bigger than a normal suitcase when folded, Thule EasyFold takes up very little space when stored in the car or at home. And with a load capacity of 60 kg, it easily carries all kinds of bikes including E-bikes and heavy mountain bikes.

**Thule EasyFold Carrying Bag**

**Foldable when not in use**

When not in use, Thule EasyFold is neatly stored in the trunk of the car or at home.

**Thule EasyFold Accessories**

- **Thule EasyFold Carrying Bag**
- **Thule EasyFold Carrying Bag**
**Thule Hullavator Pro**
Get out on the water quickly and easily - even on your own.

- Each carrier carries 1 kayak
- Fit up to 2 carriers per vehicle
- Suits kayaks up to 80cm wide and 35kg
- 898000

**Thule Portage 819**
Carry your canoe/kayak safely

- Durable gunwales with ramped sides provide easy loading
- Cushioned weather-resistant base padding protects board during transit
- Strong, durable load straps with buckle bumper protect vehicle and board from scratches

**Thule Sailboard Carrier 833**
Perfect to take your surfboard with you

- Carries one board and two masts
- Protective pads are included with this product
- Powerful straps keep the kayak firmly secured
- 833000

**Thule SnowPack**
Sleek, aerodynamic ski carrier

- Holds skis and snowboards securely with ultra-soft rubber arms that grip without scratching the surfaces
- Easy to open and close while wearing gloves via an oversized push button
- Lock the skis to the carrier, and the carrier to the vehicle, with the Thule One-Key system (locks included)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thule SnowPack</th>
<th>Thule SnowPack</th>
<th>Thule SnowPack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7322</td>
<td>7324</td>
<td>7325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loading capacity pair of skis</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loading capacity snowboards</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loading width</td>
<td>25cm</td>
<td>50cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref.</td>
<td>732200</td>
<td>732400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Thule Portage 819** Spend maximum time out on the water with our easiest-loading canoe carrier.

- Load and unload your kayak Thanks to the gas-assist struts that lift and lower 18kg of the kayak’s weight.
- Universal FlipFit brackets

**Thule SnowPack** Rooftop carrier designed to carry all types of skis and snowboards.

- Holds skis and snowboards securely with ultra-soft rubber arms that grip without scratching the surfaces
- Easy to open and close while wearing gloves via an oversized push button
- Locks included with the Thule One-Key system

**Thule Sailboard Carrier 833**
Classic Thule product used by windsurfers and surfers around the world.

- Carries one board and two masts
- Protective pads are included with this product
- Powerful straps keep the kayak firmly secured
- 833000
Thule Van - Comfort & Security

Make your holiday pleasant and comfortable. Access to your vehicle is effortless with a Thule Step. Secure your doors with high quality locks specially for your van.

Thule Step
Easy access to your vehicle

COMFORT

Perfect fit

LED: maximum visibility
To be clearly visible under all conditions, each step of the motorised models can be equipped with LED lights.

High quality
Extremely robust, the steps are made of corrugated anodised aluminium. Their stability exceeds European standard EN1646.

Extra safety
A switch for the connection of a warning lamp inside the vehicle is included as standard, making it impossible to drive away with the step still out.

Thule Slide-Out Step 12V
- Different installation sets for vans available
- Width: 400 - 550 - 700mm

The black part inserts easily under the vehicle.

The aluminium step automatically unfolds when the switch is pressed.

Antislip
**Thule Levelers**
The stable way to park

**Practical:**
3 heights

**INFO**
- 3 heights: 44 - 78 - 112mm
- Dimensions LivWelt: 560x200x150mm
- Weight: 1.8kg per leveler
- 307617

**Elected best levelers:**
Reisemobil Int. comparison test

**Top stability**
Our levelers offer a very large surface area for increased stability, making them ideal for wider tyres, with a maximum load capacity of 5 ton/set.

**Striped area**
The three heights make it easier to get your vehicle leveled. The striped area offers perfect grip between the tyre and the leveler.

**Carry bag**
The set of two levelers is delivered in a handy carry bag, which makes them easy to store and keep clean.

**Thule Locks**
Maximum security for your van

**High security, maximum safety**

**INFO**
- Ducato - Transit - Jumper - Boxer - 2 pieces: 309830
- Sprinter - Master - Crafter - Movano - 2 pieces: 309831

**Thule Van Lock**
This high security lock helps you to secure rear and sliding side doors. Smart and attractive, it fits all van models and matches the colour of your van’s bumper and handles.

**Thule Cab Lock**
This lock secures your cabin door from the inside with a key. It offers a soft touch cover and matches the colour of your interior. Designed to fit the Fiat Ducato and Ford Transit. Special variants available for MB Sprinter and Renault Master.

**Thule Universal Lock**
This new high security lock fits all: motorhome, caravan and van. Possible to mount the same lock in three different ways. The surface mounted installation is perfect for sliding doors, cabin doors or double rear doors of a van. The wall mounted and the door frame mounted installations are perfect for the entrance door, the garage door or the hatches of a motorhome or caravan.

**INFO**
- Large overlap with door for high security
- Strong rotating lock system
- Available in the colors white and black
- Material: solid powder coated aluminium
- Net weight: 0.540kg / 0.720kg / 0.760kg

**Available as from January 2017**

**PACK**
- 1 piece: 301406
- 3 pieces: 301407
- 1 piece: 301408
- 2 pieces: 301419
- 2 pieces: 301409